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Love My Credit Union Rewards

 

Everyone is looking for ways to save money, and that's just what Love My Credit Union Rewards is all
about.

We are excited to offer our members exclusive discounts and benefits on products and services you
use every day.  Credit union members have already saved over $1 billion with Love My Credit Union
Rewards discounts.  The more offers you take advantage of, the more you save!  Start saving today
at LoveMyCreditUnion.org  
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Credit Card Fraud

Credit Card Fraud

The Situation:

When reviewing my account online, I found card activity that I know I did not authorize.  I have had my
card in my possession at all times, yet the activity was done in another state!  I'm not sure how this
could have happened!

How This Could Have Happened:

Unfortunately, there are many ways a debit or credit card number could be compromised, including,
but not limited to:  merchant hacks, payment processor breaches, card reading devices (know as
skimmers), or "malware" (malicious software that hooks into the victim's browser, and records all data
submitted into website forms, including credit card information).  To learn more about card
compromises, visit
http://www.creditcards.com/credit-card-news/credit-card-security-id-theft-fraud-statistics-1276.php or
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2015/01/how-was-your-credit-card-stolen/

What Should I Do?

Similar to when a card is stolen or lost, you'll need to report any unauthorized card activity to Mocse
Credit Union right away, so that the card can be closed.  During business hours, you can call our
phone center at (209) 572-3600.  To close your card after hours, you can utilize Call 24 by calling
(800) 44-Mocse, then press "4" and follow the verbal prompts.  Once your card has been closed, you
can request a replacement card with a Mocse representative.  A Mocse representative can also let
you know what steps need to be taken in order to get your money back.

What is Mocse Doing To Protect Me In This Situation?

Mocse uses enhanced fraud monitoring and detection tools 24 hours a day 7 days a week to detect
and prevent fraud on all accounts, meaning we're always looking for unusual activity!  When
suspicious activity is detected, we'll place a temporary block on your card until we can reach you.  Our
Card Member Security team will contact you from the following phone numbers:

Debit Cards:  888-241-2440 or 877-276-3721







Visa Credit Cards:  866-374-6975 or 727-227-2447

We also follow latest fraud trends closely, so if there is a high amount of confirmed fraud coming from
a certain geographic location or merchant, we can place temporary blocks on those
locations/merchants.  You have zero liability for unauthorized card transactions when you notify us in
a timely manner. Remember, Mocse also offers Visa Purchase Alerts to provide you with real time
email alerts to help you catch fraud right as it happens! Learn more about Visa Purchase Alerts at :
https://www.mocse.org/Landing%20Pages/Equity%20Banner%20Promo/Tax%20Filing%20Information/
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Visa Purchase Alerts
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on November 24th & 25th in observance of the Thanksgiving
Holiday. 
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Understanding Lease Terminology
Motor vehicle financing terms to know before going to the
dealership

Before stepping into a dealership to lease a car, it’s important to understand lease terminology to
make sure you get the best deal possible and aren’t taken advantage of by a dealer.

Understanding the basics

Cars are often advertised with
much lower payments for leases
than for purchases. According to a
February 2012 article from J.D.
Power and Associates contributed
by Jeff Youngs, this is because
lease payments are based on the
depreciation value of the vehicle
during the contracted term of
operation.

There are, however, additional
terms and fees on top of the
monthly lease payment.
Some—like mileage allowance,
purchasing options after the lease
term ends and depreciation of the
vehicle—are widely known, while
others are not.

The following are those you should
know that might fall in the latter category:

Acquisition/termination fee. Also known as the bank fee, this covers administration costs and
is paid either at the beginning of the lease (acquisition) or at the end (termination), according
to Youngs.
Capitalized cost. This is the negotiated total cost of the vehicle. “When leasing a model that is
in high demand and low supply, the capitalized cost may be the Manufacturer’s Suggested
Retail Price (MSRP) or higher,” Youngs said in an April 2013 article from J.D. Power and
Associates.
Capitalized reduction payment. Also known as the cap-reduction payment, this is the down
payment made on a lease term to help reduce the monthly payment amounts. It is
nonrefundable, Youngs said.
Destination charge. This is the nonrefundable cost for the vehicle to be delivered to the
dealership.
Drive-off fee. This is the total amount due at signing. Just as when purchasing a car, there will
be title fees, registration fees and sales tax to account for, though leased vehicles incur sales
tax on monthly payments only, said Tony Quiroga, Car and Driver magazine senior editor, in a
February 2015 article.
Money factor. Also known as the finance factor or finance charge, this number is used to
calculate your interest rate by multiplying the money factor by 2,400, Young said. For example,







calculate your interest rate by multiplying the money factor by 2,400, Young said. For example,
a money factor of .00350 would be an 8.4 percent interest rate.
Rent charge. “This is the amount of the lease payment that comes from interest charges,”
Quiroga explained. “To calculate the rent charge, add the adjusted cap cost to the depreciation
and multiply by the finance factor,” and then multiply by the total number of months in the
lease term.  
Residual value. According to Youngs, this is the “predicted value of the vehicle at the end of
the lease.” Quiroga pointed out that with residual value, “the less it’s worth, the higher the
lease payments.”
Subsidized lease. “Many advertised lease deals are subsidized leases, meaning that the auto
manufacturer determines, in advance, the financial variables used to calculate the lease
payment and takes on a certain degree of risk in order to create an attractive or
class-competitive payment,” Youngs warned. He added that subsidized lease terms are
nonnegotiable and often require a cap-reduction payment.

Additional lease information

There are a few other details to note in regard to leasing, depending on the vehicle you choose and
any additional services you purchase.

Gap insurance is often included in lease terms as an additional fee. According to Youngs, this
automotive insurance helps meet the gap between your insurer’s paid amount and the total residual
value due to the leasing company in the even that your vehicle is stolen or damaged beyond repair.

A service contract is also offered as part of a lease contract, in which the consumer agrees to pay a
discounted price up front to the dealership to have the vehicle serviced by the dealership for all of its
future repair and maintenance needs.

“Before buying a service contract, make sure the brand of vehicle selected does not offer free
scheduled maintenance for a limited time,” Youngs said.

Finally, it’s important to note that your base monthly payment is not the total amount you have to pay
each month within a lease. The base monthly payment is simply the depreciation value plus the rent
charged, divided by the number of months in the lease term. Your total monthly payment—what you
actually pay each month—is the base payment plus tax.
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Social Security Facts vs. Fiction
Myths surrounding Social Security

You’ve seen Social Security pop up on all your paychecks and in many financial guides and news
articles over the years, but despite how familiar it may seem, very few people actually know its true
history and projected future. Below
is some information that can help
you separate fact from fiction. 

The origin of Social Security is a
subject shrouded in mystery and
myth, the biggest one being the
supposition that President Franklin
D. Roosevelt himself promised that
participation in the Social Security
program would be voluntary. That
myth is unfounded, according to the
U.S. Social Security Administration
(SSA).

“Persons working in employment
covered by Social Security are
subject to the FICA payroll tax,”
says the SSA website. “Like all
taxes, this has never been
voluntary.”

When the program first began, only approximately half of all jobs were covered by Social Security and
anyone who wasn’t covered wasn’t expected to contribute to the fund they couldn’t benefit from. This
fact is likely where the confusion comes from.

Nowadays, people are less concerned with the past of Social Security and more concerned with its
future. One of the most commonly touted myths to that effect is that Social Security will be completely
used up by the time today’s workers retire, but this is definitely not fact.

The reason you might be hearing horror stories about Social Security going away in the next couple of
decades is simply because they make for catchy headlines that get a lot of clicks. The truth is that
Social Security is funded by the taxpayers, so that as long as people continue to contribute to it in the
form of payroll taxes, Social Security won’t dry up completely.

That isn’t to say that there have been no changes in the ability of the government to pay out Social
Security benefits in recent years. It also doesn’t mean that the available funds will always surpass the
need, as was the case until recently.

“Until 2010, payroll taxes brought in more than enough to cover benefits for retirees and other
recipients,” stated Jane Bennett Clark, Kiplinger senior editor.

When money was left over, it was put into a trust fund that was invested in special Treasury
securities, which was then able to grow through earned interest. As the money paid out in Social
Security surpassed the money brought in through taxes, the funds raised through interest were
tapped to make up the difference. Relying on the interest is a good solution but it’s one that can’t last







forever, particularly if the securities themselves need to be redeemed.

Clark stated that the government “will have to start redeeming the securities themselves by 2020.
Failing a fix by Congress to raise taxes or cut benefits, or both, the trust fund will run out of money in
2034.”

That projected timeline doesn’t mean that there will be no money left at all, because people
contributing payroll taxes will still exist to infuse Social Security with new funds.

“Payroll taxes will still be enough to cover 79 percent of promised benefits,” Clark said.

That number leaves many people wondering how the remaining percentage will be dealt
with—specifically whether they will benefit less than the generations that retired before them.

“Will a 21 percent reduction in benefits really happen? Probably not,” Clark stated. “Much as
Congress dislikes confronting hard choices, it is not likely to risk the reaction of millions of Social
Security beneficiaries (read voters) to the idea of such a cut.”

However, changes will need to be made to make up the deficit between taxes collected and benefits
given, so you would be wise to talk to your financial institution to ensure that you are saving efficiently
for retirement, and to open a retirement account if you haven’t started saving yet.
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Vehicle Details: Best Family Cars for Traveling
Get ready for the holiday season

It’s nearly that time of year again when everyone packs into the family vehicle to head to wherever the
holiday celebrations take them. Here are some vehicles that can help make your travels more
enjoyable:

Chevrolet Tahoe — Ranked the No. 1 large SUV by U.S. News & World Report, the Tahoe has
seating for up to nine people and the capability to get through even the nastiest of weather in comfort.
A potent 5.3-liter V-8 makes 355 hp and 383 lb/ft of torque, allowing for 8,600 pounds of towing
capacity that can help you bring even the largest of presents to Grandma’s house. The Chevrolet
MyLink system, push-button start, wireless charging and OnStar vehicle telematics are only a handful
of the amenities you can add to the big SUV. A high-strength safety cage, seven airbags and available
Side Blind Zone Alert and Lane Keep Assist help keep everyone safe.

“The 2016 Chevrolet Tahoe continues the tradition set down by its 4-wheeled forefathers with a new
level of refinement and luxury elevating the entire Chevrolet brand,” Autotrader noted. “The Tahoe has
been a best-seller and is a favorite with American families due to its tough construction, massive
interior space and powerful V8 engine, allowing it to tow far greater loads than any car-based
crossover”.”

Chrysler Pacifica — As the newest minivan on the market, the 2017 Chrysler Pacifica has quickly
shot to the top of the U.S. News & World Report rankings and it’s easy to see why. In addition to its
affordable $28,595 starting MSRP and seating for up to eight, the Pacifica is available with some of
the most family-friendly features, including the Uconnect Theater system, which can keep kids busy
on even the longest of drives. The 3.6-liter V-6 engine produces a best-in-class 283 hp and 262 lb/ft of
torque and is paired with an advanced nine-speed automatic transmission that helps it earn an
unsurpassed EPA-estimated 28 mpg highway. Other highlights include Parallel and Perpendicular
Park Assist, the Stow ’n Go seating and storage system, and Stow ’n Vac™ powered by RIDGID®.

“But what I love most about the Pacifica,” added CNET, “is its unabashed van-ness in a world where
everything is a crossover, ‘wagon’ is a four-letter word and telling your friends that you’re considering
a minivan is tantamount to announcing that you’ve given up on life. It warms my heart to see there’s
still innovation and competition to be found in this shrinking class, and that the form and function can
work together.”

Subaru Forester — If you don’t need a larger vehicle, the five-passenger 2017 Subaru Forester is the
perfect companion. Thanks to standard Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive, the Forester can handle nearly
anything you throw its way with
virtually no penalty to fuel
economy, which is rated up to 32
mpg highway. You can choose
from two SUBARU BOXER®
engines: a 170-hp, 2.5-liter
four-cylinder or a 250-hp,
turbocharged 2.0-liter four-cylinder.
Depending on the model, you can
equip the Forester with the
SUBARU STARLINK™ Multimedia
system, EyeSight® Driver Assist











Technology and even a Harman
Kardon audio system. The Forester
earned a five-star overall rating
from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.

“Long known as a roomy,
sure-footed but slightly dowdy
compact crossover, the Forester is more stylish and commodious than before, and it’s also much
improved in an area that’s increasingly important to a majority of buyers: fuel efficiency,” summarized
Left Lane News. 

Regardless of which model you choose, we have the right financing for your needs. Stop by today and
let us help you get started.
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The Features that Boost Home Sales & Values
A few ways to afford upgrades to boost your home value and final
sale

Many homeowners consider renovations and upgrades to their home when looking to sell. There are
several key upgrades to consider that will boost your home’s value, as well as several ways to finance
these large purchases.

Three top features to boost value

Home renovation projects can be
as simple as adding a new coat of
paint on the walls to making
complex additions. The most
important factor to remember for
selling a house is to appeal to the
buyer, not to your own tastes.

According to an August 2016 article
in Kiplinger by contributor Andrea
Browne Taylor, some of the top
projects to consider are creating a
laundry room space, adding
exterior lighting to the facade of the
house and upgrading the kitchen.

“A separate laundry room topped
the National Association of Home
Builders' (NAHB) list of
most-wanted home features for
buyers of all ages—from millennials
to seniors,” reports Taylor, who also says that doing so could be as easy as adding a little space and
separator to a basement and cost as little as $1,000.

According to Taylor, 90 percent of homebuyers want exterior lighting, and at $63 to $135 per fixture,
it’s relatively cheap to install. Lighting up your home could help it get the attention of your potential
buyers and even help sell the home before they even walk in the door.

“Exterior lighting is the most-wanted outdoor feature, according to the NAHB. Options include
spotlights, walkway lights and pendant lights,” Taylor reports.

Finally, kitchen upgrades are still at the top of the wanted features by prospective homebuyers.

“Eat-in kitchens are a must-have for many buyers, especially families with children. It's a space where
they often congregate in the morning for breakfast before the kids head off to school and parents to
work, or in the evening for dinner so everyone can share highlights from their day,” Taylor says.

Assess your kitchen to see if you can open up space by removing a wall. However, Taylor advises to
 make sure it’s not load bearing, or else you could damage other parts of the home.

Financing options for your construction project







Whether you’re considering one of the aforementioned top three upgrades, or an array of smaller
projects to freshen up the house and boost its value, you’ll need to plan how to finance them in
advance.

“To pay for large remodeling projects…homeowners often take out a construction or renovation loan,
which entails refinancing with a mortgage that reflects the house’s estimated value post-remodel.
Many lenders provide mortgages that cover up to 80 or 85 percent of the remodeled home’s value,”
says Washington Post contributor Wendy Jordan in an August 2015 article.

The benefit of taking out a construction or renovation loan is that because mortgage rates have been
favorably low, you could potentially end up with a similar or even lower interest rate than you were
currently paying.

If you can’t refinance your mortgage, Jordan suggests you consider using the home as collateral and
take a home equity loan or home equity line of credit (HELOC).

“A home equity loan, or second mortgage, may be an option if the home is worth more than the
amount the owners owe through their first mortgage,” says Jordan. The borrowed amount is provided
as a lump sum, with closing costs, and the homeowners must begin paying off the loan immediately.
The interest rate is fixed and the payments are made monthly to repay the loan within a certain period
of time.

For homeowners who need more flexibility, Jordan advises a HELOC over a home equity loan.

“Once the line of credit is established, the homeowners can borrow at any time during the draw period
specified in the HELOC agreement, and can borrow any amount up to the maximum credit limit
specified,” reports Jordan. With HELOCs, the closing costs are by assessment and the payment
period is stretched out. However, interest rates are variable so monthly payments may vary.

Another option for homeowners is to take a personal loan to finance an upgrade. However, the
applicant(s) must meet credit requirements and be qualified to borrow—and because the loans are
unsecured, interest rates will be much higher and repayment terms will be held strictly at 12 and 60
months.

Whatever choice you make in the end, consider all your options first.

“Lending caps vary, and a range of borrowing terms may be available from different lenders, so it pays
to shop around,” Jordan says.
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Budgeting Tips for Holiday Gift-Giving
The best ways to keep your personal finances in check this season

It’s no secret that the holiday season costs people a large chunk of money, what with all the spending
on decorating, traveling, meal planning and more. One of the biggest sources of spending is
gift-giving. The following are five tips for staying in budget:

1. Make a detailed list.

Write down the names of everyone you’d like to get gifts for and what you have in mind for them.
According to Kerry Sherin, a
savings expert for Offers.com and
contributor to U.S. News & World
Report, it also helps to include an
estimated dollar amount you’d like
to spend for each person, as a
reminder not to overspend and
send your whole budget off track.

2. Pre-shop online.

“Do some research before you hit
the stores. Call around and go
online to find better deals. You
should also try to consolidate to a
few stores to cut down on
transportation costs,” said Mellody
Hobson, president of Ariel Capital
Management and personal finance
expert at Good Morning America.

3. Look for additional discounts. 

Comparison shopping for traditional sales isn’t the only way to get the best deals. Browser extensions
such as Ebates and mobile applications like RetailMeNot compile available coupon and discount
codes for you based on your location or the product for which you are looking.

You can also create your own discount by simply being aware of various stores’ price-matching
policies. Many people don’t know that stores like Target and Toys “R” Us will match Amazon’s and
other online retailers’ prices online and in store.

4. Start early. 

This tip applies to both saving and shopping. Set money aside early so that holiday expenses don’t
blindside you and your bank account.

“Want to make it almost painless? Set up an automatic deposit to a savings account or Christmas club
fund,” advised Dana Dratch of Bankrate.com.

By shopping ahead, you can make the most of sales and seasonal pricing trends, picking up certain
gifts at bargain prices.

“For people you know you’ll be buying gifts for, like parents, siblings or children, keep a running list of







“For people you know you’ll be buying gifts for, like parents, siblings or children, keep a running list of
things they express interest in. Then, acquire them whenever you can find a good deal or have some
extra room in your budget,” said personal finance expert Amy Fontinelle on Investopedia.com.

5. Don’t use credit cards. 

Take advantage of that saved-up money and make your purchases in cash or debit rather than on a
credit card. You will spend only what you have available and avoid interest charges.

“When you pay with cash, you have a finite amount of it in hand at any one time. A cash transaction
can feel more real, making us spend less freely,” The Motley Fool’s Selena Maranjian told USA Today.

In fact, Maranjian quoted a Dun & Bradstreet study that found that people spend 12-18 percent more
when using charge cards than when paying in cash.

The holidays are about spending time with and celebrating loved ones, not about spending your life
savings on presents for them. With a little planning and patience, you can have a happy and
memorable season without breaking the bank.
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